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ABOUT THE COVER: Cave Creek, in the Chiricahua
Mountains, is a classic riparian habitat. Its shade, vegetation
and year -round stream offer a welcome relief to hikers, livestock and wildlife. The sycamores, maples and walnuts
provide cover for thick -billed parrots and coatimundis. A
feature story about Arizona's riparian habitats begins on
page 10. (Photo by Lynn Ketchum)
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C OWE y
in 4
It takes more than boots and a cowboy
hat to be a rancher.
Story and Photographs
by Lynn Ketchum
2
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Aslight breeze brushes a patch of
purple owl clover in the open meadow

in the heart of the Flying UW ranch.
From downwind, the distant drone of
a corralled calf offers a hint of what's to
come as a long yellow school bus tops

the horizon and makes its way down a
steep, bumpy road.
You can hear the youngsters, even
from a quarter mile away. At first kind
of a high pitched squeal and then, as

the bus moves closer, the familiar
sound of excited school children turns

to full volume chatter mixed with
laughter. By the time it pulls in front of

the corral and stops, it is clear that
today is not a typical school day.
The Ray School District bus barely

stops when the kids come bouncing
down the dusty steps. All 30 of them.
Many have come prepared for a day
on a cattle ranch...sack lunches, cow-

boy boots, hats and bandanas. One
even drags a lariat as he jumps off the

bus steps. But as these fifth graders
soon learn, it takes more than boots
and a cowboy hat to be a rancher.

"The whole idea," UA Extension
range specialist Phil Ogden says, "is to

help the kids get acquainted with
ranches and ranchers. Let them participate in a little bit of ranch life and
see that there's a place in this world for
a rancher."
The outing is now an annual affair,
this pilgrimage to the country and the
Flying UW (uncle Walter) ranch. Walt
and Francie Meyer, their four daugh-

ters and the Meyer's cousin, Patsy
Haydon of the neighboring HaydonCombe ranch, host this special field

trip. The kids come from the local
school district near Kearny in south central Arizona. The idea started two
years ago.
"A long -time friend of mine, a fifth
grade teacher asked if she could bring

some kids out to watch branding,"
Francie says. "But we thought that
while they're here we may as well
show them the works."
Today the "works" include everything from range to livestock management. Virgil Mercer of the Winkelman

Resource Conservation District and
UA Extension specialist Phil Ogden

handle the range activities. The
Rancher Walt Meyer lends a hand to a would -be wrangler on the Flying UW ranch.
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youngsters learn about soil composi3

"The whole idea is to help the kids get
acquainted with ranches and ranchers
....and see that there's a place in this world
for a rancher."
4

tion and erosion -how it starts and
how to control it. And there are the
range plants, those that provide food
for both cattle and wildlife. Before the
day is out these fifth graders will be
identifying area plants, and with the
help of Ogden, they'll each take home

a preserved plant specimen -a souvenir of ranch day.
Besides natural history, the kids get
a taste of local history. The Flying UW
Arizona Land
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(opposite lower left) Francie Meyer and daughter jenny (opposite upper
left) are hardly strangers to roundup.
Fifth grader juan Baez learns firsthand the meaning of "ropin',
wrestlin' and tyin'."

is only one ranch in an area with a
and ranching. What better place to

few minutes of drawing local brands
on a tablet leaned against a loading
ramp, Walt lets the youngsters come

learn about ranch work and the cow -

up with their own brands. Even art

boying lore than around a splintery
corral in the heart of ranch country.

leads the fifth grade class into the
smoky, dusty corral where the field
trip quickly turns from lecture and
demonstration to "hands on" cow -

finds its way into the cattle business.

boyin'. After a quick lesson on tossing

A boy tilts back his hat, kicks the dirt
off his boots and fidgets with his lariat.

a rope, Walt asks. "Who wants to try

long- standing history of cowboying

"We like to keep the local kids
informed about their local surroundings," Walt Meyer says. He mixes in a
little of that history while explaining
the rancher's mark -the brand. After
Summer 1987

their hand at ropin' ?"

He's carried that rope all morning

Without any hesitation comes, "I

waiting for the chance to rope, tie and

brand calves. It is finally that time.

do, I do, I do," from a crowd of would be cowboys and cowgirls.

Walt Meyer opens the corral gates and

The kids quickly learn -and
5
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Even art finds its
way into the cattle
business.
especially those whose turn it was to
lasso a calf -that roping calves is not
as easy as it looks.
After a few failed attempts and several trips around the corral, Juan Baez

multi -faceted enterprise. Successful
ranching, as anyone of these youngsters now know, involves skills and
knowledge beyond the traditional picture of an Arizona cowboy.

tosses the rope and "bingo" the loop
hits its mark. As the rope tightens,
Juan's attention turns to wrestling the
calf to the ground. Once its legs are

"We want to show them there are
some careers in the grazing and cattle
industry," Walt says. "Not just ranch -

tied, Walt calls for the red hot branding

extension work, soil conservation and
more."
By the time the bus was loaded and

iron. The lesson about branding, the
one that started with drawing on a big
tablet near the corral becomes reality.
These rookie cowhands, in the true
sense of the word, are experiencing

ing...there's ranch management and

headed back to town that message
was not only clear, but memorable for

the 30 fifth graders. After all, how

the cowboy trade. And hopefully they

often do you get to be a "cowboy for a

are discovering that ranching is a

day."
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(opposite page) Gabriel Townsend
designs his own "brand" while UA
Extension specialist Phil Ogden (above)
helps other kids from the Ray School
District learn to identify and preserve
examples of area vegetation.
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The vineyards are profitable because the

growers use careful timing as well as
tender loving care.

by Lorraine B. Kingdon

Enjoy those seedless grapes.
They've been babied from birth just
for you.

Every bunch of grapes in Arizona's
7,000 acres of commercial vineyards
has been cared for by hand from prun-

ing in December through harvest in
June and July. "Table grapes take a fan-

tastic amount of hand labor," says

be pruned, tied to the wire trellis and
very carefully girdled.
Girdling keeps the natural sugars in

the grapes rather than allowing them
to go down into the root zone, Butler
explains. "Careful" is the key word;
can be killed.

researching application rates and
timing that will apply specifically to
Arizona conditions.

Unfortunately, Perlettes (a popular

yards are producing seedless grapes
near Hydèr in Yuma County. Banish
any thought of gentle, vineyard -covered, green hills. Yuma grapes are at

seedless grape variety) form

shrunken, shattered grapes when
treated with growth regulators. Each
bunch of Perlettes has to be brushed
with a soft, round hairbrush to hand thin the grapes, vine by vine, row by

the base of barren, bleak mountains in
a giant sandbox too dry even for tumbleweeds without irrigation.

row, acre by acre.

The vineyards are profitable

Whatever the seedless variety,

because the growers use careful tim-

every bunch also has to be clipped.
Part of the bunch is cut away so the
berries will become larger. A little

ing as well as tender loving care. They

One week can make the difference
between a price of $25 per 22 -pound

lug and $12, says Ed Borger, farm
manager at Red Mountain Orchards,

Hyder. The break -even price is
approximately $10; it costs up to $4
just to harvest.
Each vine carries about 30 bunches
of grapes; at Red Mountain, 660 vines
are planted per acre. Each vine has to
Summer 1987

seedless varieties; commercial

exactly what they're doing, the vines

Approximately 2,500 acres of vine-

San Joaquin Valley in California flood
the market and cut prices.

Chemical growth regulators thin
and elongate Thompson and Flame
growers have used the regulators for
20 years. However, early harvest is so
vital to Yuma growers that Butler is

without skilled workers who know

Marvin Butler, UA agricultural agent in
Yuma County.

try to harvest early while prices are
highest before large vineyards in the

so seedless grapes need help from the
growers.

Careful handling procedures produce
noticeable results.

The vines must be turned so the
grapes will get the right amount of
sunlight. Yuma's fierce sun can burn
the young grapes.
Thinning allows the grapes to grow
to the most marketable size. Seeded
grapes have their own natural growth
regulators controlling size. But, the
regulators are contained in the seeds,

later, workers have to pull some leaves
off the red seedless vines so the grapes
will color properly.

Again skill is needed. Each grape,
whether it grows large or small, con-

tains a certain amount of sugar.
Grapes that are encouraged to grow
too large by thinning and clipping will
be too sour. A careful balance between

size and sugar is important, says
Butler.

Finally, the grapes are ready for har-

vest - by hand, of course.
9

Tree trunks along Cave Creek in the Chiricahua Mountains frame a pair of sycamores washed in autumn sunshine.
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More intensive riparian management
allows increased production and protection of water,
soil, forage and wildlife resources.

The Desert Oasis
by Don Floyd,
UA Extension Natural Resources Specialist

An arc of lightningg links the sky

a natural consequence many wildlife

Y

and ridgetop for less than a second,
back -lighting the sheets of rain and

species have concentrated here as
well. Campbell says it is a sad testimonial that during the last 100 years

the breaks of the Mogollon Rim. As the
storm gathers strength, the swales rise

along the riparian corridors, watering
the trees and grasses on the way to the
deserts below. Throughout the Southwest, riparian zones, the bright green
strips along our desert and mountain
streams, are the intersections where
different land uses cross. Here, among
the riffles, pools and shade, wildlife
habitat, recreation, forage production,

watershed protection and even timber production overlap.

On Arizona's public lands,

organized groups such as livestock
producers, water agencies, hikers,
hunters, fishermen, bird watchers and
wood cutters often compete with each
other to insure their special interests.
Each group has a particular interest in

the management of stream -side
resources.

Throughout the state, Extension
agents and specialists and faculty
members from the UA School of
Renewable Natural Resources are
working with these interest groups
and land management agencies to
promote cooperative planning and

management of public land
Summer 1987

we have lost 90 percent of the remain-

ing riparian habitat. By purchasing
and protecting quality private habitat,

the Conservancy has had a major
impact in protecting these remnant
communities for wildlife habitat and
open space.
resources. A rapidly growing popula-

tion, a relatively finite resource and
scarce federal management dollars
require that those who use the public
lands find ways to cooperate rather
than compete for natural resources.
Dan Campbell, state director of the
Arizona Nature Conservancy, spends

much of his time dealing with the

Ranchers Conserve Riparian
Resources
Two public land ranches in central
Arizona and a small private ranch in
the northeastern part of the state are
good examples of how cooperation
and intensive management are paying off in improved riparian habitat.
Rather than limiting sortie uses, more

problems of riparian areas. The Conservancy has acquired several distinctive riparian habitats in southern and

intensive riparian management

central Arizona.

life resources.

The climatic changes through the
centuries, Campbell says, have made
Arizona a much drier place than it

ments are located on the Tonto

used to be. Rainfall has decreased and

allows increased production and protection of water, soil, forage and wild-

The Sedow and Roosevelt allot-

National Forest, in the Salt River
watershed east of Phoenix. Ranchers

the once abundant wetlands have

Jimmy Griffin and Dwight Cooper

contracted to corridors along the permanent and intermittent streams. As

have worked with Tonto forest managers and UA Cooperative Extension
11
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"One of the nice

things about riparian areas is the

presence of water
which means that

plant communities can respond

rapidly to improvements in

grazing systems

and livestock
management: "

to improve livestock and wildlife
management and monitor changes in
riparian vegetation.

The result has been dramatic

improvements in the reproduction of

Fremont cottonwood trees and
increasing length and density of
stream -side vegetation. These
L.G. KETCHUM

Sharing the public land through multiple use is apparent along Big Lake in
the Apache Sitgreaves National Forest.
(opposite right) Giant cottonwoods line
Santa Cruz County's premier riparian
habitat -- Sonoita Creek.

Late afternoon sun bursts through the
colored branches of a sycamore in the
Chiricahua Mountains.

changes are important for providing
nesting habitat for endangered wildlife species like the common Black
Hawk. In addition, livestock and wildlife use of forage on the uplands adja-

cent to the riparian areas is more
uniform. Following the summer rains,
the hills are green with native grasses

like sideoats grama and sand drop seed. Rangeland monitoring studies
show that these species are increasing
on the slopes and hilltops, providing
additional forage and slowing soil erosion.

Both Cooper and Griffin report that
canyon bottom streams which used to
be good places to gather and trail cat-

tle because of the sparse vegetation
are now filled with large and small cot-

tonwoods, sycamores and walnuts.

Several years ago both ranchers
began using grazing systems which
allow more intensive livestock and
12
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forage management and their range

cies and cattle prefer the tender twigs

When the troughs are filled or the cat-

conservation efforts are proving to be
a model.

of young cottonwoods and willows. By
allowing the creek bottoms a rest from

Griffin is the permittee on the

grazing and reducing the time cattle

tle are in a different pasture, a float
valve diverts the water back into the
streambed. The additional watering
points allow deer and cattle to use

Forest Service's 41,000 acre Sedow

spend in the riparian zones, these

allotment. The area is divided into six
pastures which allows Griffin to concentrate his cattle in specific areas at
different times of the year. The result

young trees can be protected.
The Roosevelt allotment is located
in steep desert mountains dominated
by saguaro cactus and desert shrubs

has been better wildlife habitat and

like jojoba. Here rancher Dwight

improved livestock forage. As rangeland specialists from the Forest Service and UA Cooperative Extension

Cooper and the Tonto forest staff have
concentrated on improving water distribution.

monitored the allotment during the

Cooper explains his conservation

last few years they found that the density of cottonwood increased from 17

program as a bubbling spring box fills

the shady corridor with sound. The

trees per acre to 439 trees per acre
between 1978 and 1986. More than
one quarter of these cottonwoods

often the focus of competition

box collects water in the narrow canyon and a pump lifts the water uphill
to a tank 800 vertical feet and one and
one -half miles away. Cattle congregate near the upland troughs now and
less often in the lush riparian areas.

between elk, cattle and people -par-

have diameters greater than two
inches. The protection of tree seedlings is important. Many wildlife speSummer 1987

nutritious browse that was previously

too far from water. Better management on the Roosevelt allotment has
allowed Cooper to increase livestock
numbers from 170 to 230 head while
producing additional dense riparian
habitat.

In northeastern Arizona near
Alpine, riparian zones and the
meadows associated with them are

ticularly in the early spring.

Randolph Jenks has worked hard

on his private ranch properties to
demonstrate that with proper management, wildlife habitat can be
13
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improved while increasing forage for
livestock. On Cotton Flat, Jenks has
fenced off four areas of about one to
two acres creating wet meadow sites.

The exclosures keep cattle out but
allow deer, elk and birds access to
water and cover. Jenks calls the results
"most amazing."

When he and his wife Julia bought
Cotton Flat in 1981 it was dusty and
overgrazed. Now the 60 acres of private land surrounded by the Apache Sitgreaves National Forest has three
permanent springs and two permanent ponds. Jenks has planted cottonwood and aspen tree's to replace the
ones that died out when the land dried
up. Fie has individually fenced the
trees to keep the elk from eating them.
Jenks' success illustrates how rapidly
riparian areas can improve with good
management. "One of the nice things
about riparian areas is the presence of
water which means that plant communities can respond rapidly to improvements in grazing systems and livestock

management," says Dr. Phil Ogden,
professor of range management and
one of the college's Extension range
specialists.

Elk management has become an
important issue in managing riparian
areas and mountain meadows in the
White Mountains. The elk herd has
increased in recent years and while
cattle are relatively easy to control with

fences, it's hard to manage where and
what the elk eat. Pat Hanrahan, range
staff officer on the Apache Sitgreaves
National Forest, points with pride to the

there is little agreement on the effects
of livestock grazing in Southwestern
riparian zones.
The failure of Congress to establish a

National Conservation Area last year
along southeastern Arizona's San Pedro
S. MOORE

"The question is
how to get livestock managed in
concert with a lot

of other people's
desires."

cooperative effort to establish Colter
Reservoir near Lee Valley. Here the For-

River between Benson and Sierra

est Service, Anglers United and Ducks

Vista, occurred at least partly because
of controversy over the exclusion of
livestock grazing and questions over
water rights.
Dave Stewart, range staff officer on
the Tonto National Forest told participants at last year's Arizona Riparian
Council Conference in Flagstaff, that
the future of livestock grazing on the
national forests depends on livestock

Unlimited and other conservation
groups are proposing to recreate a reservoir and its associated riparian habitat for recreation and wildlife habitat.

Hanrahan says all of the groups are
working together to address the concerns of the Round Valley Water Users

Association which uses much of the
water for irrigation.
Demonstrating that public lands can
provide better wildlife habitat and livestock forage at the same time is impor-

tant. The management of livestock on
riparian areas has been controversial
for a number years. There is no lack of
opinion and published research. Yet
14

Along Cienega Creek near Tucson,
Frank Gregg stands in the shade of a
large ash tree as he talks with rancher
Walt Armer and a group of faculty and
administrators from the UA College of

Agriculture. Gregg is a professor of
renewable natural resources and the

producers adopting better manage-

former director of the Bureau of Land

ment programs. Stewart says that with

Management. "There's no question

better management the use of forest
lands by livestock will continue, but
without better management by per -

that you can demonstrate that you can

mittees cattle numbers would certainly
be reduced.

manage livestock grazing in these
riparian systems and do a good job of
it. The question is how to get livestock
managed in concert with a lot of other
Arizona Land & People

(opposite page) Scenic Aravaipa Canyon is home to
a herd of bighorn sheep and more than 150 bird
species. The wilderness area is also popular among
hikers.

Bureau of Land Management ranger Andy Wigg
routinely measures water flow of Aravaipa's yearround stream.
(below) A deer waits in the shade along Tucson's

urban riparian habitat -Sabino Canyon.

D. JICKLI;JG
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Riparian Education
Via Video

"The
Desert Oasis
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"Rex Allen is the dean of western narrators."

When Rex Allen says "c -o -o -1
water ", the relaxed baritone conjures
up a feeling...a mood...and in a way an
understanding of just how important
water, and in turn riparian habitats are
to our desert survival.

Allen, the voice of Walt Disney
nature films, is one of several who
worked to create a better "understanding" of these desert waterways in the

half -hour television documentary
"The Desert Oasis ". The program
was produced by the UA School
of Renewable Natural Resources

and Agricultural Sciences
Communications.
"Rex Allen is the dean of western
narrators," says Don Floyd, executive

16

That fact was an important consideration to the program's producers. In
addition to developing a documentary

that would trace the history and the
varied roles of desert riparian habitats,
the producers also hoped to show the
conflicts of multiple demands on this

precious resource. After all riparian
habitats provide watershed, wildlife
and livestock habitat and, of course,
recreation.
Watch this program and you'll soon

learn that in the booming desert
Southwest, the question of how to
manage these increasingly rare areas
is a complex and often controversial
issue.

producer of the program. "He is a

For producer Don Floyd of the
UA School of Renewable Natural

voice often associated with the West
and western issues."

Resources, writer -director Lynn Ketchum and videographer Joe Chitwood

Arizona Land & People

people's desires. When you start think-

of Agricultural Sciences Communica-

ular urban oasis -Sabino Canyon.

tions and SRNR graduate student
David Jickling, telling the riparian

All are desert riparian habitats.
Some provide water for cities and

story was a challenge. "Riparian" is

farms; others support livestock grazing and, in all cases, habitat for wild-

hardly a household word. So, in hopes
of visually defining the term, the producers set out to show the distinctive

elements of riparian habitats and at

life.

The television documentary makes
clear the story of competition, in a day

the same time explain why the dwindling networks of green belts are critical to all who call the desert home.

and age when growing demands and

1986 -87 the production crew criss-

riparian habitat.

During the fall and winter of

an unprecedented development
threaten the very existence of a
resource as precious as the desert
Produced in cooperation with the
Tucson PBS television station KUAT,

"The Desert Oasis"
is an extraordinary
look at what a des-

"The Desert Oasis" has been broadcast in Tucson (where it was featured

ert riparian zone

available to PBS stations nationally via

really means to
desert life.

crossed southern Arizona visiting the
often picturesque riparian areas, and

talking to the people who share an

on the cover of the Arizona Daily Star's
"TV Week "), in Phoenix on their local

PBS station and this fall "The Desert
Oasis with Rex Allen" will be made

satellite by the Pacific Mountain
Network.

Although originally produced for
the general television audience, the
educational program also appeals to
the classroom audience.
Surveyed environmental education

teachers found the program to be a
useful teaching tool. That same survey

interest in the future of these special
places.. ranchers, conservationists,

provided feedback that was incorpo-

and biologists to name a few.

guide that accompanies VHS copies of
the program.
The guide provides suggestions for

Pieced together, the thirty minute
program offers more than a simple
definition. "The Desert Oasis" is an
extraordinary look at what a desert
riparian zone really means to desert
life. Viewers explore the lush, tree
lined creek bottoms of Aravaipa Can-

yon -home to birds and native fish,

the grasslands of Sonoita -where
year -round grasses provide feed for
cattle and antelope, and Ramsey Can-

yon in the Huachuca mountains -

rated into the design of a viewer's

classroom discussion and activities.
The video and viewer's guide are an
excellent supplement to general science, social studies, Arizona history
and conservation classes.
A VHS copy of "The Desert Oasis
with Rex Allen" and the complementary viewer's guide can be ordered by

sending $15.00 to:

where its shady banks offer summer

relief to both hummingbirds and
hikers.

And there are other riparian zones,
in surprising locations. In the urban

corridors of Tucson, the producers
found development threatening historic riparian areas along the Santa
Cruz and Rillito Rivers and in the pop-

The Extension Range Specialist
School of Renewable Natúral
Resources
University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona 85721

ing about how intense that use might

be ten or 15 years from now, that's
pretty frightening," Gregg says.

Riparian Recreational Use
Steve Moore, a graduate student in
the UA School of Renewable Natural
Resources often finds himself up to his
knees in the cold, clear water of Aravaipa Creek. Tucked between the steep
walls of the Galiuro Mountains in Pinal

and Graham counties, Aravaipa
Canyon is a 6,000 acre wilderness
managed by the Bureau of Land Management. The permanent creek is bor-

dered by rows of cottonwood and
walnut trees that turn a brilliant yellow
in October.

"Balancing the demands of visitor
use and visitor impact is an important

part of wilderness management,"
Moore says. In fact, the graduate student adds, recreation is sometimes the

most intensive use in a wilderness
riparian area. With that in mind, Moore
is working to find the best ways to pro-

tect the riparian resource from too
much human use.
The scientist is involved in a comprehensive study of Aravaipa recreational users. By surveying individual
hikers, Moore hopes to pinpoint what

visitors want from their recreational
experience. At the same time he hopes

to learn more about how and to what
extent recreational use impacts this
sensitive riparian habitat. Once completed, Moore's findings will be made
available to agencies concerned with

managing the recreational use of
riparian resources like Aravaipa
Canyon.

Urban Habitats Important Too
As earthmovers and graders prepare
a building site along the Rillito River, a
cloud of dust rolls off the back tire of a

dirt bike. Within Southwestern cities
like Tucson, Phoenix and Albuquerque,

the loss of riparian vegetation has
become a serious problem.
Bill Shaw,a professor of wildlife and
fisheries science in the UA School of

Renewable Natural Resources has

-Lynn Ketchum

been researching the effects of habitat
loss on wildlife in urban areas. Shaw

says that as houses and commercial
developments have increased in the
Summer 1987
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flood plains, local governments have

been forced to protect property by
altering the drainage systems. The con-

crete and soil cement have turned
what was formerly important wildlife

habitat into sterile pavement. Shaw
and his graduate students are examining the effects of these riparian cor-

ridors on wildlife and working with
local governments and developers to
increase their sensitivity to the important remaining riparian habitat.
"There is a great deal of research on
the biological system, but social science research on riparian zones is lacking," says Professor Ervin Zube of the

UA School of Renewable Natural
Resources. Zube has been concentrating much of his recent research efforts
on how urban and rural Arizonans perceive riparian zones like the San Pedro
River and their many uses. In a study of

southern Arizona's San Pedro River
conducted by Zube and David Simcox,

the researchers found significant differences among local decision makers,
real estate agents and resource management officials in attitudes towards

appropriate and inappropriate land
uses in and surrounding riparian zones.
Since then Zube and graduate students

Mike Hoffman and Steve Friedman

have been doing more detailed
research on how the upper San Pedro
has changed and what it means to the
people of the region.

The management of riparian areas
to meet multiple use land management objectives will remain controver-

sial in the coming years as our
population increases and more users
place additional demands on our limited river systems. Respect and cooper-

ation among the various user groups
will be essential.

For the researchers and Extension

During the last 100

years we have lost

personnel at the UA School of Renewable Natural Resources, the challenge
lies with finding ways to increase that

cooperation among all riparian
resource users.

90 percent or the
remaining riparian
habitat.
The afternoon sun backlights maple
leaves along Cave Creek.
18
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The Porterfields

INVESTING IN
AGRICULTURE'S FUTURE
by Settle Madden
Afarmer who "landed in Tucson to
enroll at the University of Arizona with

Editor, UA Foundation

leah`

w. ms

which a donor puts some asset which
can include cash, stocks, bonds, land

$5 in my pocket," has joined his family in giving nearly $3 million for the

or other items of value. The donor

UA College of Agriculture. To date, it is
the college's largest gift.

generated by the trust at a rate of
return the donor establishes. That

retains the right to receive the income

Harry and Elsie Hautsgen -Porterfield and their daughter, Stephanie,
have donated irrigated Harquahala
Valley farmland valued at nearly $3

right to receive income may also be
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acres is about 40 miles southwest of

persons that receive the stated
income payment, the trust assets are

Buckeye, Arizona.
"The future success of Arizona agri -

then used for the UA purposes the
donor designated.

culture in an increasingly competitive
international environment," says UA
President Henry Koffler, "depends to
a large extent upon an innovative col-
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Mr. and Mrs. Porterfield began a
joint unitrust; their daughter a separate one.
The UA Foundation will sell the land

lege of agriculture that educates the
adaptable agriculturist to tomorrow,
provides new knowledge and new
technologies, and helps practicing

and invest the proceeds. Until then,
Mr. and Mrs. Porterfield are leasing the

land and living there, farming wheat

farmers
to adopt these new tech~
nologies. The generosity of the Porter$

field family helps ensure that the UA
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agriculture college will be in a position

zona agriculture owes the Porterfields
a great debt."

dren or any other person that the
donor wishes. After the deaths of all

million to the UA Foundation. The 960

to respond to these important chal lenges. The university as well as Ari-

for the life of the donor's spouse, chil-

Harry and Elsie Porterfield

and cotton.
Harry Porterfield grew up in Colorado and Arizona. After high school, he
says, he worked as a California "fruit
tramp," and arrived to enroll at the UA
with only $5 in his pocket. He worked

his way through college, delaying
graduation to finish Army Officer Candidate School and serve in World War
II. In 1947, he received a B.S. from the

"The Porterfields are helping

"I'm an agriculturist and what

ensure that the UA College of Agriculture, in its second century, will provide

wealth we've accumulated has been in

the same quality research, education

omy. He worked with Swift & Co. in

zona that it has given during its first

should be given to the UA College of
Agriculture," says Harry Porterfield of
why they made the gift. Both Harry

century." adds Agriculture Dean

and Elsie are UA alumni.

1960.

Emeritus Bartley Cardon. "We are

zona native reared on a farm near
Phoenix's Glendale Road and 31st

and public service to the people of Ari-

agriculture so anything I can do

The Porterfields asked that their

Stephanie Porterfield adds that her
father had hoped to make such a gift.
for several years and said her parents'
foresight enabled her to join them in

gifts begin the Harry W. and Elsie M.

the gift. She is an Arizona State Univer-

Porterfield Endowed Chair; set up
scholarships; fund research; and-

sity alumna .

most grateful for their generosity and
foresight."

with interest income only -buy
equipment and materials for the
research their gifts finance.
Summer 1987

The family made their gift to the UA

Foundation with two charitable
remainder unitrusts. A charitable
remainder unitrust is a trust into

agriculture college with a major in
dairy science and a minor in agron-

Idaho and Carnation in Phoenix
before starting the family farm in
Elsie Hautsgen Porterfield is an Ari-

Avenue. She earned a B.A. in liberal
arts from the UA and was a home -

maker when their daughter was

young. She later taught grades four
through six in Phoenix's Alhambra
School District before moving to the
Harquahala Valley.
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THE
BOTTOM
LINE
IS

PRIDE
The Leffels pioneered sesame harvesting
in the Yuma area.
by Lorraine B. Kingdon
20
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First, it was a challenge to survive.
Now the Leffels are challenged to find

ways to machine -harvest the specialty crops becoming increasingly
important in Yuma County.
Leon Leffel started custom harvesting in 1947 in Maricopa County, carrying on a tradition begun by his wife's
family. Leon jokes that his son, Rick,

started in the business at birth; actu-

ally, Rick was driving a harvester
when he was in the the sixth grade.
He's been a full -time custom harvester
for 22 years.
When Leon moved to Yuma in 1949,

survival was a challenge. "Three big
custom harvesters had the area sewed
up. Times were harder, and we had to
get work other people didn't get - or
want," he says. Cotton harvesting was
still a mainstay, but the competition
was fierce. So, Leon started harvesting
small acreages of special crops.

Nobody else wanted to harvest 25
acres of vegetable seed. "They were
just a nuisance to the big boys," Leon

says. Now, he adds proudly, "I do
more special crops than anyone else."

In addition to harvesting 20,000
acres of wheat every year and most of
the sesame seed grown in the county,

the Leffels have the machinery and
crews to take care of an astounding
number of crops.

The list is a long one: alfalfa,
artichoke, barley, Bermuda grass,
beets, bok choy, broccoli, cantalope,
carrots, celery, chard, Chinese cabbage, edible chrysanthemums for the
Japanese market, guar, lettuce, maize
(milo), millet, mung beans, mustard,

okra, onion, safflower, soybeans,
turnips, white radish, and rapeseed.
Oh yes, don't forget sunflower seed, a
new crop this year.
Harvesting seed crops is a painstaking job requiring a team of detail -con-

scious experts. Rick points out that
machines are responsible for only the
final harvest step. "The crop is hand cut, hand -stacked, even hand -pitched

into the harvester. The seed's worth
$50 to $60 a pound; we can't damage
it. We have to meet seed certification
standards."

The Leffels must keep their

machinery extremely well- tuned. It
has to be cleaned completely between
Summer 1987

Leon Leffel started custom harvesting in 1947

seed crops. They're willing to take the
kind of care that farmers ask for.
Leslie Kammann, Yuma area vegetable seed grower, says, "The Leffels
are the best. Perfectionists. Any type

of equipment that's needed, they
bring - whether it's a small combine,
a large combine or a rotary machine
for radish seed."
Kammann says the Leffels record

every combine setting they use, a

practice that gives the harvesters a
head start on the next year's crop. "My

father started using their services
when he left off combining 30 years
ago."

Crops grown to provide seeds don't
take up large acreages. Kammann has

40 acres of cauliflower that's harvested for seed; he says it's the world's
largest field.

If harvesting takes a perfectionist,
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so does growing seed. It takes careful
attention to preparing the ground for

planting, fertilizers, and herbicides.
No vegetable grower wants to buy
weed- contaminated seed.

UA Yuma County Cooperative
Extension is helping out with one
major problem seed growers face.
Now that raising seed has become an

important industry in the county,
growers are increasingly concerned
with keeping their crops isolated for
genetic purity.

Seeds have to germinate true to
their specific variety. If they don't
meet seed company specifications,
the seeds are tossed out.
Don Howell, Yuma UA Extension
agricultural agent, says fields of seed

broccoli must be at least 1.5 miles

apart; a two -mile separation is
required between broccoli and cauliflower. These are only two examples.
To help different growers keep track

of what is planted where, Howell has
put up a map -board in his office this
year. Already growers representing 11
seed companies have marked -in their
fields of onions, broccoli, cauliflower,
Chinese cabbage, mustard greens and
radishes.
Sesame also is grown for its seeds,

but these are for food. The Leffels
pioneered sesame harvesting in the
Yuma area. Currently, nearly 7,000
acres of sesame are growing under
contract to Sesaco Corporation in
Yuma and the California Imperial
Valley.

Ray Langham, co- founder of Sesaco, says the greatest problem with

sesame is its tendency to shatter.
When the plant dries, the seed pods

open and the small, feather -light
seeds drop to the ground, lost to the
harvest. Depending on the weather
while the cut sesame lies in windrows
drying out, harvesting losses can be as
high as 50 percent.

"The secret is being as gentle as
possible," says Rick Leffel. He and his

dad destroyed three machines trying
to learn how to harvest sesame gently.

Sesame is just one of many specialty crops the Leffels harvest in the Yuma area.
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Once the problem was Langham's
effort to breed sesame varieties that
were shatterproof. They succeeded.
"One variety was so bulletproof, it
actually broke the combine," Leon
comments. These days, Langham is
breeding shatter resistant varieties.
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While Leon says that sesame can be

harvested using any farmer's regular

Whenever they buy new equip-

combines, the custom harvesting

ment, Rick estimates it takes 14 days
to get it "field- ready." "That's money

team have added a few special adap-

out of our pocket," he comments

tations to their harvesters. A built in air

ruefully. For example, elevator chains

always need alignment. If the

cushion lifts plants more gently from

the windrow. A front duct system

sprockets are off, seed can be lost

picks up seeds lost between the rakes.
Rick says, "We can save about one -

third the crop weight without really

modifying the innards of the

through holes. Or, if the chain rubs the
housing, it can wear through and seed
can be lost.
"We can do an overhaul in our shop

combine."
Modifying their machines is old hat

here much quicker than fix a mess in
the field," Rick says. He emphasizes

to the Leffels. Rick says, "We don't

maintaining their equipment, not

own a machine we haven't changed in

repairing it. It makes sense; if a piece

some way." Both he and his dad

breaks down, it could take another

obviously take. a great personal pride
in their machinery. The gleaming row
of 14 pieces of harvest equipment and
the well -equipped maintenance shop
are evidence.

part with it.

Leon points to another example of
their care. They keep a log on all the

bearings in all their equipment. It's
hard to judge when nongreaseable

So is one small combine. It's 21

bearings are going to wear down and

years old and is still being run every
day.

The Leffels' working season starts
in April and doesn't wind down until
January. The four months in between
they spend overhauling machinery,

which doesn't leave much time for
vacations. Rick took five days last year,
his first vacation in three years.

possibly ruin a shaft, Leon believes. So
Custom harvesting often means
customizing the machinery. That chore

they change all the bearings at one

is old hat to Rick Leffel.

time.

time rather than piecemeal, a few at a

The bottom line is pride. As Rick
puts it," A poorer quality job doesn't
bother some people. It does us. We
have pride in what we do. Our name
means something to us."

"The Leffels are the best. Perfectionists."

Summer 1987
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NOW AVAILABLE
Venomous Animals
of Arizona
by Robert L. Smith
Illustrated by Joel Floyd

Cooperative Extension Service
College of Agriculture
The University of Arizona

Venomous Animals of Arizona, by Dr. Robert Smith, is a complete guide to
the fascinating and often dangerous creatures that inhabit our state. Beau-

tifully illustrated, the 134 -page book helps the reader to understand and
appreciate, rather than fear, Arizona's venomous animals. A handy reference
for desert dwellers, Venomous Animals of Arizona makes a great gift. $6.50
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